
HOW TO SET UP THE MT 50 CHROMATIC KEYBOARD
The keyboards are normally configured in the systems required for the country of destination and

do not normally require any setting up. However should a different configuration be required by

the customer, the keyboards can be set up in several different configurations for both the Right

and Left hands as follows.

RIGHT HAND KEYBOARD (Chromatic)

C Griff: C in first row

B Griff: C in second row

C in third row

LEFT HAND KEYBOARD (Bass and Chords)

International, Belgian, Dutch or French system.

The keyboard system programming stages are accessed when switching the instrument “On”.

To enter the setup mode of the keyboard, two buttons are used:

- one on the chromatic Right Hand keyboard (button 1).

- one on the Bass and Chords Left Hand keyboard (button 2)

N.B.  - Decide what setup you want for both Right and Left keyboards before beginning the
procedure below, because the useful time for each operation is just 3 seconds from when the first
two buttons are released.

RIGHT HAND KEYBOARD

The following characteristics can be selected for this keyboard using the buttons indicated in the

diagrams.

C Griff: C in first row (button A on Rt. Hand Keyboard)

B Griff: C in second row (button B on Rt. Hand Keyboard)

C in third row (button C on Rt. Hand Keyboard)

To programme the Right Hand keyboard with the system desired, do as follows:

1. With the instrument switched “Off”, press button “1” on the Right Hand keyboard (indicated

by the arrow in Fig. 1) and button 2 of the Left Hand keyboard (indicated by the arrow in Fig.

2) and hold these down while switching the instrument “On”.

2. Release these two keyboard buttons and within 3 seconds press the button (A, B or C) on

the Right Hand keyboard corresponding to the system desired.

3. Confirm the selection by playing one of the buttons on this keyboard.

4. The Right Hand keyboard will now have been programmed in the system selected.

RIGHT HAND DYNAMICS - The button dynamics on the Right Hand keyboard can be selected

in “On” or “Off” as follows:

Right Hand Dynamics active - press button D.

Right Hand Dynamics not active - press button E.
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Fig. 1 - Right Hand Keyboard



LEFT HAND KEYBOARD

The system used for the Left Hand keyboard is selected in the same way as the Right Hand.

The following characteristics can be selected for this keyboard using the buttons indicated in the

diagrams.

International System (2 rows of Bass and 4 rows of Chords): - button F on Left Hand keyboard.

Belgian System:  - button G on Left Hand keyboard.

Dutch System:  - button H on Left Hand keyboard.

French System:  - button I on Left Hand keyboard.

To programme the Left Hand keyboard with the system desired, do as follows:

1. With the instrument switched “Off”, press button “1” on the Right Hand keyboard (indicated

by the arrow in Fig. 1) and button 2 of the Left Hand keyboard (indicated by the arrow in Fig.

2) and hold these down while switching the instrument “On”.

2. Release these two keyboard buttons and within 3 seconds press the button (F, G, H or I)

on the Left Hand keyboard corresponding to the system desired.

3. Confirm the selection by playing one of the buttons on this keyboard.

4. The Left Hand keyboard will now have been programmed in the system selected.

LEFT HAND DYNAMICS - The button dynamics on the Left Hand keyboard can be selected in

“On” or “Off” as follows:

Left Hand Dynamics active - press button L (Bass and Chords keyboard).

Left Hand Dynamics not active - press button M (Bass and Chords keyboard).
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Fig. 2 - Left Hand Keyboard


